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Abstract
Hermitian forms, exponential sums and linear algebra give us the opportunity to construct two
trace-codes and obtain their parameters.
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1. Introduction and preliminaries
Let Ft denote the ;nite ;eld with t elements and characteristic p. The classical
hermitian form theory on C can be written on Ft2 with the involution x → xt in Ft2
instead of the application z → <z. Then we can de;ne quadratic hermitian forms on
FNt2 and on F
2N
t and construct two linear codes using the same method as Reed–Muller
codes. The aim of this paper is to de;ne two codes, to compute their parameters
(Theorems 4 and 5) and to compare them to the classical Reed–Muller one.
A rather complete introduction to hermitian forms over a ;nite ;eld can be found in
[1], and the use of those objects in coding Theory has been discussed in [2,3] or [4].
If  denotes an element in Ft2 such that Ft2 =Ft(), each element x of Ft2 is uniquely
written as x=a+b with (a; b)∈ F2t . We say that <x=xt =a+bt is the conjugate of x.
A matrix A=(aij)i; j with entries aij in Ft2 is said to be hermitian if it satis;es <aji =aij
for all i; j. Let N be an integer ¿ 1. A sesquilinear form on E := FNt2 is a function
H : FNt2 × FNt2 → Ft2 semi-linear in the ;rst variable and linear in the second variable.
We know that H is called hermitian if it satis;es H (x; y) = H (y; x)t for all vectors
x; y, and that a hermitian form is a sesquilinear hermitian form. We will denote by
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H(FNt2 ) the vector space of hermitian forms on F
N
t2 . If x∈E and if H is a hermitian
form, we can de;ne the semi-linear map
H˜ :E → E∗
x → H (x;· );
where E∗ denotes the dual of E. The map H˜ becomes linear with the external law •
de;ned by  • l = <:l. We recall that the kernel KerH (resp. rank rkH) of H is the
kernel (resp. rank) of the linear map H˜ . The matrix of H in a basis e = (e1; : : : ; eN )
of E is M := (H (ei; ej))i; j and satis;es H (x; y)=X ∗MY where X := T(x1; : : : ; xN ) and
Y := T(y1; : : : ; yN ) are the co-ordinates of x and y in e. We know that M is also the
matrix of H˜ in the basis e and its dual basis e∗, and we will write M =Mat(H ; e).
Let us introduce the orthogonality with respect to H in a usual way. The main result
concerning H -orthogonality is the existence of H -orthogonal basis ([1, Theorem 4.1,
p. 1165]): If t is odd, we can ;nd a H -orthogonal basis e = (e1; : : : ; eN ), and assume
H (ei; ei) = 0 or 1 for all i. Moreover the number r of non zero entries in the diagonal
of Mat (H ; e) is an invariant that depends only on H . The number r is the rank of H ,
and the last result means that we can always assume that H is given in the standard
form H (x; y) = xt1y1 + · · ·+ xtryr in some basis.
The map q :E → Ft de;ned by q(x) = H (x; x) is called the quadratic hermitian
form on E associated to H , and we write QH(FNt2 ) for the space of all quadratic
hermitian form on E. If q∈QH(FNt2 ), there exists a unique hermitian form H such that
(H) = q, and it is called the polar form of q. The kernel and the rank of q will be
those of the associated polar form H . In a H -orthogonal basis of E we certainly get
q(x) =
∑r
i=1 x
t+1
i .
2. Quadratic hermitian forms on F2Nt
From now on, t is odd, H : FNt2×FNt2 → Ft2 denotes a sesquilinear form, and Ft2=Ft().
The map – : F2Nt → FNt2 de;ned by –(x1; : : : ; x2N ) = (x1 + x2; : : : ; x2N−1 + x2N ) is an
Ft- vector space isomorphism. The map F2Nt × F2Nt → Ft2 ; (x; y) → H (–x; –y) will be
Ft- linear but with values in Ft2 . As we want to work with functions with values in
Ft , it is convenient to de;ne the quadratic hermitian form f on F2Nt associated with
H by
f : F2Nt → Ft
x → H (–x; –x):
If QH (F2Nt ) denotes the vector space of all quadratic hermitian forms on F2Nt , the
function
QH(FNt2 )→ QH(F2Nt )
q(x) = H (x; x) → f(x) := H (–x; –x)
will be a Ft-isomorphism. From this point of view, a hermitian form H , a quadratic
hermitian form q on FNt2 and a quadratic hermitian form f on F
2N
t are all the same.
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Proposition 1. Suppose t odd. The quadratic hermitian form f on F2Nt associated with
H is a Ft-quadratic form associated with the bilinear form 12B, where
B : F2Nt × F2Nt → Ft
(x; y) →f(x + y)− f(x)− f(y):
We have B(x; y) = H (–x; –y) + H (–x; –y)t = TrFt2 =Ft (H (–x; –y)) .
Proof. In a H -orthogonal basis of FNt2 , we get q(x) =
∑r
i=1 x
t+1
i for all x∈E, thus
f(x) = q(–x) =
r∑
i=1
(ui + vi)t+1 =
r∑
i=1
u2i + 
t+1v2i + (+ 
t)uivi
with x=(u1; v1; : : : ; uN ; vN )∈ F2Nt and t+1 ∈ Ft . It follows that f(x) is an homogeneous
polynomial of degree 2 in the coordinates of x and with coeJcients in Ft , i.e. a Ft
-quadratic form. Then it is easy to check that f(x + y) = f(x) + f(y) + H (–x; –y) +
H (–x; –y)t .
The kernel of B is
Ker B= {x∈ F2Nt = ∀y∈ F2Nt ; B(x; y) = 0}
and the orthogonal of Ker B for the usual inner product in F2Nt is
(Ker B)⊥ = {x∈ F2Nt = ∀y∈Ker B x:y = x1:y1 + · · ·+ x2N :y2N = 0}:
Since the usual inner product x:y is only a non degenerate bilinear form on F2Nt , we
have dimKer B+ dim(Ker B)⊥ = 2N but we can’t say that F2Nt =Ker B⊕ (Ker B)⊥.
Proposition 2. (1) We have –(Ker B)=KerH . Thus – induces a Ft-isomorphism from
Ker B onto KerH and rkf = rk B= 2 rkH .
(2) There is an endomorphism T of F2Nt with B(x; y)=T (x):y for all (x; y)∈ F2Nt ×
F2Nt .
(3) We have Ker T =Ker B, Im T = (Ker B)⊥ and Ker T ⊂ f−1(0).
Proof. (1) Let  denote a non trivial additive character on Ft . The map  ′= ◦TrFt2 =Ft
is a non trivial additive character on Ft2 and Lemma 1 gives:
(x∈Ker B)⇔∀y∈ F2Nt B(x; y) = TrFt2 =Ft (H (–x; –y)) = 0
⇔
∑
y∈F2Nt
 (TrFt2 =Ft (H (–x; –y))) = 0
⇔
∑
z∈FN
t2
 (TrFt2 =Ft (H (–x; z))) = 0
⇔
∑
z∈FN
t2
 ′(H (–x; z)) = 0
⇔∀z ∈ FNt2 H (–x; z) = 0 ⇔ –x∈KerH:
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Hence –(Ker B) ⊂ KerH . Since – is a Ft-isomorphism, the above equivalences imply
the inverse inclusion. To complete the proof, we write
rkf = rk B= 2N − dimFt Ker B= 2N − 2 dimFt2 KerH = 2 rkH:
(2) Since the inner product is non degenerate, for all x∈ F2Nt we can ;nd T (x)∈ F2Nt
such that B(x; y) = T (x):y for all y∈ F2Nt . From
B(x + x′; y) = B(x; y) + B(x′; y)
we deduce [T (x + x′) − T (x) − T (x′)]:y = 0 for all y∈ F2Nt , hence T (x + x′) −
T (x)− T (x′) = 0 and the linearity of T follows.
(3) The ;rst equality is a consequence of
x∈Ker T ⇔ (∀y∈ F2Nt T (x):y = 0) ⇔ (∀y∈ F2Nt B(x; y) = 0)
⇔ x∈ Ker B:
If z ∈ F2Nt and if u∈ Ker B, then T (z):u = B(z; u) = 0, hence Im T ⊂ (Ker B)⊥. This
inclusion is an equality because
dim(Im T ) = 2N − dim(Ker T ) = 2N − dim(Ker B) = dim((Ker B)⊥):
If x∈Ker T =Ker B then f(x) = H (–x; –x) = 0 from 1, hence Ker T ⊂ f−1(0).
3. Exponential sums S(f; v)
Let us denote by  the additive character on Ft de;ned by
 (x) = exp
(
i2$
p
TrFt =Fp(x)
)
:
If v∈ F2Nt , we consider the exponential sum associated to f and v:
S(f; v) =
∑
x∈F2Nt
 (f(x) + v :x):
Lemma 1. Let  denotes a non trivial additive character on Ft ; V a Ft-vector space
of =nite dimension m, and l :V → Ft a linear form on V. Then
∑
y∈V
 (l(y)) =
{
tm if l= 0;
0 if l = 0:
Proof. The map  ◦ l is an additive character on V  Fmt and we can apply the
orthogonality relation ([6, Theorem 5.4, p. 188]).
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Lemma 2.∑
x∈Ftm
 (NFtm =Ft (x)) =
t − tm
t − 1 :
Proof. The norm NFtm =Ft : F∗tm → F∗t is a multiplicative group epimorphism and that
|N−1Ftm =Ft (b)|= (tm − 1)=(t − 1) for all b∈ F∗t . Hence∑
x∈Ftm
 (NFtm =Ft (x)) = 1 +
∑
x∈F∗tm
 (NFtm =Ft (x)) = 1 +
tm − 1
t − 1
∑
z∈F∗t
 (z):
The use of the orthogonality relation
∑
z∈F∗t  (z) =−1 completes the proof.
We are now ready to give another proof of the main result in [2]. In fact, a small
mistake occurred in Proposition 3 of [2] as A(s; v) do not depends on f(u) but on
TrFt =Fs(f(u)), as we shall see below.
Theorem 1 (Cherdieu [3, Theorem 2 and Proposition 3]). Let v∈ F2Nt and let f denote
a quadratic hermitian form of rank 2* in F2Nt . Consider the extensions Fp ⊂ Fs ⊂
Ft ⊂ Ft2 and let a∈ F∗s .
(1) If v∈ (Ker B)⊥ = Im T , we can =nd u∈ F2Nt such that v= T (u). Then
S(af; v) = (−1)*t2N−* (−a−1f(u))
and
∑
a∈F∗s S(af; v) = (−1)*t2N−*A(s; v) where
A(s; v) =
{
s− 1 if TrFt =Fs(f(u)) = 0;
−1 else:
(2) Ifv ∈ (Ker B)⊥ then S(af; v) = 0.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume that f is given in the standard form
f(x) = H (y; y) = q(y) = yt+11 + · · ·+ yt+1* where y = –(x)∈ FNt2 .
(1) () We ;rst compute S(f; v). Since v= T (u),
f(x) + v :x = f(x) + T (u):x = f(x) + B(u; x) = f(u+ x)− f(u)
and
S(f; v) =
∑
x∈F2Nt
 (f(x) + v :x) =
∑
x∈F2Nt
 (f(u+ x)− f(u)):
De;ne z = –u. Then
f(u+ x)− f(u) = q(z + y)− q(z) =
*∑
k=1
[(zk + yk)t+1 − zt+1k ]
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and
S(f; v) =
∑
y1 ;:::;yN∈Ft2
*∏
k=1
 ((zk + yk)t+1 − zt+1k )
= t2(N−*)
∑
y1 ;:::;y*∈Ft2
*∏
k=1
 ((zk + yk)t+1 − zt+1k )
= t2(N−*),
*∏
k=1
 (−zt+1k );
where ,=
∑
y1 ;:::;y*∈Ft2
∏*
k=1  ((zk + yk)
t+1). We have
,=
∑
y1 ;:::;y*−1∈Ft2
(*−1∏
k=1
 ((zk + yk)t+1)
) ∑
y*∈Ft2
 ((z* + y*)t+1)

 :
Lemma 2 gives
∑
y*∈Ft2  ((z* + y*)
t+1) =
∑
y∈Ft2  (y
t+1) =−t, hence
,= (−t)
∑
y1 ;:::;y*−1∈Ft2
(*−1∏
k=1
 ((zk + yk)t+1)
)
:
We proceed to obtain ,= (−t)*, and so
S(f; v) = (−1)*t2N−*
*∏
k=1
 (−zt+1k ) = (−1)*t2N−* (−zt+11 − · · · − zt+1* )
= (−1)*t2N−* (−q(z)):
Since q(z) = H (–u; –u) = f(u), we see that S(f; v) = (−1)*t2N−* (−f(u)).
(-) Let us compute S(af; v). By the above applied with fa = af instead of f, we
obtain S(af; v)= (−1)*t2N−* (−af(ua)) where ua satis;es v=Taua and Ta is de;ned
by
Ta(x):y = fa(x + y)− fa(x)− fa(y) = a(f(x + y)− f(x)− f(y)) = a(T (x):y):
Hence Ta = aT . We have v= Taua = aT (ua) = T (aua), and we can take u= aua. This
gives S(af; v) = (−1)*t2N−* (−af(a−1u)) = (−1)*t2N−* (−a−1f(u)).
(.) By the above∑
a∈F∗s
S(af; v) = (−1)*t2N−*
∑
a∈F∗s
 (−a−1f(u))
= (−1)*t2N−*
∑
a∈F∗s
 ′(−a−1TrFt =Fs(f(u)));
where  ′ is the additive character  ′(x)=exp((i2$=p) TrFs=Fp(x)) on Fs. Since the map
z →  ′(cz) describes the set of additive characters on Fs when c describes Fs, the
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orthogonality relation yields
∑
a∈F∗s
S(af; v) = (−1)*t2N−*

−1 + ∑
0∈F∧s
0(TrFt =Fs(f(u)))


= (−1)*t2N−*A(s; v):
(2) De;ne fa = af. Since a∈ Fs; fa is a hermitian quadratic form on F2Nt and the
bilinear form Ba(x; y) = fa(x + y) − fa(x) − fa(y) associated to fa satis;es Ker Ba
= Ker B. Hence we can assume that a=1 without loss of generality. Let v ∈ (Ker B)⊥.
The ;rst part of the Theorem gives S(f; 0)=(−1)*t2N−* hence S(f; 0) = 0. Therefore
S(f; v) = 0 if and only if S(f; v)S(f; 0) = 0: we have
S(f; v)S(f; 0) =
∑
x;y∈F2Nt
 ((f(x)− f(y) + v :x))
=
∑
x;y∈F2Nt
 ((f(x + y)− f(y) + v :x + v:y))
=
∑
x;y∈F2Nt
 ((f(x) + B(x; y) + v :x + v:y))
=
∑
x∈F2Nt
 ((f(x) + v :x))
∑
y∈F2Nt
 ((T (x) + v):y):
Since v ∈ (Ker B)⊥, the sum T (x)+ v is never null and the map l(y)= (T (x)+ v):y is
a non trivial linear form on F2Nt . We conclude from Lemma 1 that
∑
y∈F2Nt  (l(y))=0,
and ;nally that S(f; v)S(f; 0) = 0.
Remark. The constant A(s; v) in Theorem 1 depends whether TrFt =Fs(f(u)) = 0 or
not. It has a meaning if we check that v = T (u) = T (u′) and TrFt =Fs(f(u)) = 0 imply
TrFt =Fs(f(u
′))=0. Let v=T (u)=T (u′). Then u−u′ := w∈Ker T and B(w; u′)=f(u)−
f(w) − f(u′). From B(w; u′) = T (w):u′ = 0 and f(w) = 12 B(w; w) = 12T (w):w = 0 if
follows that f(u) = f(u′), which gives the desired conclusion.
4. Number of solutions of two trace equations
Theorem 2. Let v∈ F2Nt , let * be a positive integer such that 16 *6N , and f be
a quadratic hermitian form of rank 2* on F2Nt . The number M of solutions of the
equation TrFt =Fs(f(x) + v :x) = 0 in F2Nt is
M =
{ 1
s (t
2N + (−1)*A(s; v)t2N−*) if v∈ (Ker B)⊥ = Im T;
t2N
s else:
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Proof. Let us introduce the additive character  ′(x) = exp((i2$=p) TrFs=Fp(x)) on Fs.
Then (see remark below Theorem 5.5 in [6]):
sM =
∑
c∈Fs
∑
x∈F2Nt
 ′(cTrFt =Fs(f(x) + v :x)):
Since
 ′(cTrFt =Fs(f(x) + v :x)) = exp
(
i2$
p
TrFs=Fp(cTrFt =Fs(f(x) + v :x))
)
= exp
(
i2$
p
TrFt =Fp(cf(x) + cv :x)
)
=  (cf(x) + cv :x);
we deduce
sM =
∑
c∈Fs
∑
x∈F2Nt
 (cf(x) + cv :x) = t2N +
∑
c∈F∗s
∑
x∈F2Nt
 (c−1f(cx) + v:(cx))
= t2N +
∑
c∈F∗s
S(c−1f; v):
Now the assertion follows from Theorem 1.
Theorem 3 (Cherdieu et al. [5, Proposition 3]). Let a∈ Fs; * be a positive integer
with 16 *6N , and f be a quadratic hermitian form of rank 2* on F2Nt . The number
M of solutions of the equation TrFt =Fs(f(x)) = a in F2Nt is
M =
{ 1
s (t
2N − (−1)*t2N−*) if a = 0;
1
s (t
2N + (−1)*(s− 1)t2N−*) if a= 0:
Proof. We can assume that f is given in the standard form f(x) = H (y; y) = yt+11 +
· · ·+yt+1* where y= –(x)∈ FNt2 . If F∧s denotes the set of additive characters on Fs, then
(see remark below Theorem 5.5 in [6])
sM =
∑
 ∈F∧s
∑
x∈F2Nt
 (TrFt =Fs(f(x))− a):
Hence
sM = t2N +
∑
 =1
 (a)
∑
y∈FN
t2
 (TrFt =Fs(y
t+1
1 + · · ·+ yt+1* )):
We have
A =
∑
y∈FN
t2
 (TrFt =Fs(y
t+1
1 )) : : :  (TrFt =Fs(y
t+1
* ))
= t2(N−*)

∑
y∈Ft2
 (TrFt =Fs(y
t+1))


*
= t2(N−*)B* ;
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where B =
∑
y∈Ft2  (TrFt =Fs(y
t+1)). Since the norm N : F∗t2 → F∗t is surjective and
satis;es |N−1(z)|= t + 1 for all z ∈ F∗t , we get
B = 1 + (t + 1)
∑
z∈F∗t
 (TrFt =Fs(z)) =−t:
Therefore
sM = t2N + (−1)*t2N−*
∑
 =1
 (a) = t2N + (−1)*t2N−*

−1 + ∑
 ∈F∧s
< (a)


and the usual orthogonality relation establishes the formula.
Remark. Theorem 3 follows from Theorem 2 when a = 0. A generalization of these
two results would be to compute the number of solutions of TrFt =Fs(f(x) + v :x) = a in
F2Nt .
5. The code 
Remember that QH(F2Nt ) denotes the Ft-vector space of quadratic hermitian forms
on F2Nt . The image of the linear map
. : QH(F2Nt )× F2Nt → Ft
2N
s
(f; v) → (TrFt =Fs(f(x) + v :x))x∈F2Nt
is a code 2 in Ft2Ns . This code was ;rst introduced by Cherdieu in [2] and next
Theorem provides us with its parameters. Let us denote by w(c) the weight of a non
null code-word in a code C. If d6w(c)6D and if the bounds of these inequalities
are reached, we say that d is the minimal distance of C, and that r = D=d is the
disparity of C.
Theorem 4. The weights w(.(f; v)) of the non null code-word .(f; v) of the code 2
satisfy:
t2N − 1
s
(t2N + t2N−1)6w(.(f; v))6 t2N − 1
s
(t2N − (s− 1)t2N−1)
and the bounds of these inequalities are reached. The parameters and the disparity
of 2 are:
[N2; K2; D2] =
[
t2N ; (N 2 + 2N ) logs t; t
2N − 1
s
(t2N + t2N−1)
]
and
r(2) =
(s− 1)(t + 1)
st − t − 1 :
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Proof. The length of 2 is N2 = t2N . If follows immediately from Theorem 2 that the
equation TrFt =Fs(f(x)+ v :x)=0 have t
2N solutions in F2Nt if and only if (f; v)= (0; 0).
Consequently the map . is injective and
K2 = dimFs 2 = dimFs(QH(F2Nt )× F2Nt ) = (N 2 + 2N ) logs t:
We have w(.(f; v)) = t2N − M(f; v) where the number M(f; v) of solutions of the
equation TrFt =Fs(f(x) + v :x) = 0 in F2Nt is provided by Theorem 2:
M(f; v) =
{ 1
s (t
2N + (−1)*A(s; v)t2N−*) if v∈ (Ker B)⊥ = Im T;
t2N
s else:
We consider several cases:
1. If v= 0, then f = 0, and
1.1. If * is even, then 26 *6 2[N=2] and
1
s
(t2N + (s− 1)t2N−2[N=2])6M(f; 0)6 1
s
(t2N + (s− 1)t2N−2): (1)
1.2. If * is odd, then 16 *6 2[(N − 1)=2] + 1 and
1
s
(t2N − (s− 1)t2N−2)6M(f; 0)6 1
s
(t2N − (s− 1)t2N−2[N=2]): (2)
2. If v = 0,
2.1. If * is even and v∈ (Ker B)⊥, then * = 0. We get
26 *6 2
[
N
2
]
et M(f; v) =
1
s
(t2N + A(s; v)t2N−*):
We can ;nd a vector u such that TrFt =Fs(f(u)) = 0 (indeed f(u)=yt+11 +· · ·+yt+1*
in a convenient basis, and the map y → TrFt =Fs(yt+1) is surjective since TrFt =Fs
are NFt2 =Ft are surjective) thus there will be 2 possible cases:
2.1.1. If v= T (u) with TrFt =Fs(f(u)) = 0, then M(f; v) = 1=s(t
2N + (s− 1)t2N−*)
and
1
s
(t2N + (s− 1)t2N−2[N=2])6M(f; v)6 1
s
(t2N + (s− 1)t2N−2): (3)
2.1.2. If v= T (u) with TrFt =Fs(f(u)) = 0, then M(f; v) = 1=s(t2N − t2N−*) and
1
s
(t2N − t2N−2)6M(f; v)6 1
s
(t2N − t2N−2[N=2]): (4)
2.2. If * is even and v ∈ (Ker B)⊥, then M(f; v)=t2N =s belongs to one of the intervals
de;ned by (3) or (4).
2.3. If * is odd and v∈ (Ker B)⊥, then M(f; v) = 1=s(t2N − A(s; v)t2N−*).
2.3.1. If v= T (u) with TrFt =Fs(f(u)) = 0, then M(f; v) = 1=s(t
2N − (s− 1)t2N−*)
and
1
s
(t2N − (s− 1)t2N−1)
6M(f; v)6
1
s
(t2N − (s− 1)t2N−2[(N−1)=2]−1): (5)
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2.3.2. If v= T (u) with TrFt =Fs(f(u)) = 0, then M(f; v) = 1=s(t2N + t2N−*) and
1
s
(t2N + t2N−2[(N−1)=2]−1)6M(f; v)6
1
s
(t2N + t2N−1): (6)
2.4. If * is odd and v ∈ (Ker B)⊥, then M(f; v) = t2N =s belongs to one of the
intervals de;ned by (3) or (4).
It is suJcient to consider the bounds (1)–(6) to deduce
1
s
(t2N − (s− 1)t2N−1)6M(f; v)6 1
s
(t2N + t2N−1)
for all (f; v)∈ (QH(F2Nt ) × F2Nt ) \ {(0; 0)}. Hence obtain the bounds of the weights
w(.(f; v)).
6. The code C
The parameters of the code 2 in Section 5 are computed from Theorem 2. We can
apply the same construction to use Theorem 3. The image of the linear map
c : QH(F2Nt )× Fs → Ft
2N
s
(f; a) → (TrFt =Fs(f(x))− a)x∈F2Nt
is a code C with length NC = t2N on Fs. The map c is one to one. Indeed, if the
non null quadratic form f satis;es TrFt =Fs(f(x)) = a for all x∈ F2Nt , and if * denotes
the rank of f, then f(x) = yt+11 + · · · + yt+1* where y = –x and 16 *6N , and the
assumption on f implies TrFt =Fs(y
t+1
1 ) = a for all y1 ∈ Ft2 . This is a contradiction of
the fact that the map TrFt =Fs ◦ NFt2 =Ft : Ft2 → Fs is onto.
As c is one to one, the dimension of C will be:
KC = dimFs(QH(F2Nt )× Fs) = 1 + N 2 logs t:
Theorem 5. The weights w(c(f; a)) of the non null code-words c(f; a) in C satisfy:
t2N − 1
s
(t2N + t2N−1)6w(c(f; a))6 t2N
and the bounds are reached. The parameters and the disparity of C are:
[NC; KC; DC] =
[
t2N ; 1 + N 2 logs t; t
2N − 1
s
(t2N + t2N−1)
]
and
r(C) =
st
st − t − 1 :
Proof. It suJces to bound the weights w(c(f; a)). We certainly have w(c(f; a)) =
t2N −M(f; a) where M(f; a), which denotes the number of solutions of the equation
TrFt =Fs(f(x)) = a in F2Nt , is given by Theorem 3.
1. If a= 0, we know that * = 0.
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1.1. If * is even, then 26 *6 2[N=2] and
1
s
(t2N + (s− 1)t2N−2[N=2])6M(f; 0)6 1
s
(t2N + (s− 1)t2N−2): (1)
1.2. If * is odd, then 16 *6 2[(N − 1)=2] + 1 and
1
s
(t2N − (s− 1)t2N−1)
6M(f; 0)6
1
s
(t2N − (s− 1)t2N−2[(N−1)=2]−1): (2)
2. If a = 0,
2.1. If * is even,
06M(f; a)6
1
s
(t2N − t2N−2[N=2]): (3)
2.2. If * is odd,
1
s
(t2N − t2N−2[(N−1)=2]−1)6M(f; a)6 1
s
(t2N + t2N−1): (4)
The bounds (1) to (4) imply
∀(f; a)∈ (QH(F2Nt )× Fs) \ {(0; 0)}
06M(f; a)6
1
s
(t2N + t2N−1):
7. Comparison of  and C to Reed–Muller codes
Let C denote a code [NC; KC; DC]. The ratio KC=NC is called the transmission rate,
and the ratio DC=NC represents the reliability of C. Note that C can correct [(DC−1)=2]
errors and that
(C) =
KC
NC
+
DC
NC
is less than 1 + 1=NC and must be as great as possible [5].
The generalized Reed–Muller code R(r; m) of order r on Fmt is described by the
code-words (f(x))x∈Fmt where f are polynomials in Ft[X1; : : : ; Xm] of total degree less
than r. The dimension of R(r; m) is Crm+r if r ¡ t, and the parameters of R(2; 2N ) are
[NR; KR; DR] = [t2N ; 2N 2 + 3N + 1; t2N − 2t2N−1]:
Let us compare R(2; 2N ) to the code 2 with same length t2N obtained with s= t. The
code R(2; 2N ) have a better transmission rate since
KR
NR
− K2
N2
=
1
t2N
(N 2 + N + 1)
is always positive, but the numbers of corrected errors is better with 2 since
D2 − DR = t2N−1 − t2N−2
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is always positive. One can also check that the diNerence
(2)− (R) = 1
t2N
(t2N−1 − t2N−2 − N 2 − N − 1)
is positive or null as soon as N¿ 2 or t¿ 4. In this sense, 2 have better parameters
than R(2; 2N ).
Let us compare C with 2 and R(2; 2N ). The codes C and 2 have same length and
same minimal distance, thus will correct the same amount of errors. Nevertheless the
dimension of 2 is greater than those of C, hence 2 is better at this point of view. But
C can be compared with the Reed–Muller code R(2; 2N ) when s= t. Since
DC − DR = t2N−2(t − 1)¿ 0
we ;nd that C can correct more errors than R(2; 2N ). But the transmission rate is not
so good because
KR
NR
− KC
NC
=
N 2 + 3N
t2N
¿ 0:
We can check that limt→+∞ ((C)−(R)) = 0 when N is chosen. In this sense, C can
be compared with R(2; 2N ) for large values of t. In the same manner limt→+∞ ((KR=NR)
− (KC=NC)) = 0 and the transmission rates of C and R(2; 2N ) can be compared for
large values of t.
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